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Physics based rendering: a brief history

1968 Appel 
1980s 
• Ray Tracing 
• Radiosity 
• Microfacet model 
• Rendering Equation 

1990s 
• Heyday of Radiosity 
• Major Path Tracing variants 

emerge 

2000s 
• Material models 
• Volumes, diffusion 

2010s 
• GPU Ray Tracing 
• Denoising 
• Path Tracing refinements 

2020s 
• Differentiable Rendering 
• Real-time Path Tracing



Ray Tracing



Appel 1968 
Ray Tracing for shadows

40 Spring Joint Computer Conference, 1968 

determining how much light falls on a flat surface not 
in shadow is trivial, and even for curved surfaces this 
is not difficult, but economically determining exactly 
what regions of the scene are in shadow is a very diffi-
cult problem. 

Figure 3 — An assembly of planes which make up a cardboard model 
of a building 

Figure 4—Another view of the building 

Figure 5 — A higher angle view of the building. 7094 calculation time 
for this picture was about 30 minutes. 
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Figure 6 —Point by point shading 

Point by point shading 
Point by point shading techniques yield good 

graphic results but at large computational times. These 
techniques are docile, require the minimum of storage 

and enable easily coded graphical experimentation. 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 are examples of point by point 
shading. Referring to Figure 6, the technique in gen-
erating these pictures was as follows: 

1. Determine the range of coordinates of the pro-
jection of the vertex points. 

2. Within this range generate a roster of spots 
(Pip) in the picture plane, reproject these spots 
one at a time to the eye of the observer and gen-
erate the equation of the line of sight to that spot. 

3. Determine the first plane the line of sight to a 
particular spot pierces. Locate the piercing point 
(Pi) in space. Ignore the spots that do not corre-
apoiiu IU pv/iiiua m iiii^ SvCuv î np/-

4. Determine whether the piercing point is hidden 
from the light source by any other surface. If the 
point is hidden from the light source (for example 
P2) or if the surface the piercing point is on 
is being observed from its shadow side, mark on 
the roster spot the largest allowable plus sign Hs. 
If the point in space is visible to the light source 
(for example Px) draw a plus sign with dimen-
sion Hj as determined by Equation 1. 

This method is very time consuming, usually re-
quiring for useful results several thousand times as 
much calculation time as a wire frame drawing. About 
one half of this time is devoted to determining the 
point to point correspondence of the projection and 
the scene. In order to minimize calculation time for 
point by point shading and maintain resolution, tech-
niques were developed to determine the outline of cast 
shadows. Outlining shadows has the advantage that 
all regions of dissimilar tones on the picture plane 
are outlined. Even when projected shadows are deli-
cate, and symbol spacing is large, the shadows are 
specified and the discontinuity in tone is emphasized. 

The strategy for point by point determination of 
shadow boundaries is as follows: (Referring to Fig-
ure 7) 
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Figure 7 —Segment by segment outlining of shadows 



Whitted 1980 
Recursive ray tracing



Cook, Porter, Carpenter 1984 
Distribution Ray Tracing

Computer Graphics Volume 18, Number 3 July 1984 

Figure 8. 1984. 
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Radiosity



Goral et al. 1984 
Radiosity method

Computer Graphics Volume 18, Number 3 July 1984 

(a) Figure 8. Simulated Cube with Two Wall Subdivisions and Linear 
Interpolation Over each Element (Patch). 

(b) 
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Diagram of Experimental Test. Reflectivity and Emissivity Values of Simulated Model 
are Shown in (a). Photograph of Real Model (b). Schematic of Environment (c). 

(b) 



Hanrahan et al. 1991 
Hierarchical radiosity

@Q Comwter GraDhics. Volume 25. Number 4, Julv 1991

Figure 9: Multigridding and BF refinement.

Table 3. Statistics  for Figure 9.

6 Results

Figure 10 shows an example  image created by the algorithm.
Al the maximum  level of detail,  it contains  potentially  52841
elements,  of which 12635  patches  are actually  created by re-
finement. Using classical radiosity,  this would  require 1.4 bil-
lion interactions, whereas the algorithm requires only 20150.
This  image was produced in three minutes  and fifty-seven
seconds.

7 Summary  and Discussion

The radiosity algorithm proposed  in this paper drastically
reduces the number  of interactions  that need to be consid-
ered while  maintaining  the precision of the form factors that
are calculated. This reduction  in the number  of form factors
allows  much higher-quality imagery  to be generated within
a given amount  of time or memory. Successively refining
the environment  using a brightness-weighted  error criteria
leads to a algorithm where the granularity  of each step in
the progression is much smaller  than in the standard  pro-
gressive refinement  algorithm. This allows  for more control
and faster  updates in interactive  situations.

The algorithm  proposed  works  best for environments  with
relatively few large polygons  with high brightness  gradi-
ents that require the polygon to be broken into many el-
ements. This  is very common in architectural  environments,
but there are situations  where  this assumption  is not valid.
The general principles  outlined in this paper are still valid in
these situations,  but the methods  for producing  the hierar-
chy and estimating  visibility would  be quite different. Useful

Figure 10:
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Lischinski et al. 1993 
Discontinuity meshing



Sillion et al. 1991 
Nondiffuse radiosity



Path Tracing



Kajiya 1986 
The Rendering Equation; path tracing



Lafortune and Willems 1993 • Veach and Guibas 1994 
Bidirectional path tracing

10.5. RESULTS 323

(a) Bidirectional path tracing with 25 sam-
ples per pixel

(b) Standard path tracing with 56 samples per
pixel (the same computation time as (a))

Figure 10.3: A comparison of bidirectional and standard path tracing. The test scene con-
tains a spotlight, a floor lamp, a table, and a large glass egg. Image(a) was computed with
bidirectional path tracing, using the power heuristic with to combine the samples for
each path length. The image is 500 by 500 with 25 samples per pixel. Image(b) was com-
puted using standard path tracing in the same amount of time (using 56 samples per pixel).

the sampling techniques for a particular path length (for example, the top row
shows the sampling techniques for paths of length two). The position of each image in its
row indicates how the paths were generated: the -th image from the left corresponds to
paths with light source vertices (and similarly, the -th image from the right of each row
corresponds to paths with eye subpath vertices). Notice that the complete set of sampling
techniques is not shown; paths of length are not shown because the light sources
are not directly visible, and paths with zero eye or light subpath vertices are not shown be-
cause these images are virtually black (i.e. their weighted contributions are very small for
this particular scene). Thus, the full set of images (for paths up to length 5) would have
one more image on the left and right side of each row, plus an extra row of three images on
the top of the pyramid. (Even though these images are not shown, their contributions are



Veach and Guibas 1997 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (Metropolis Light Transport)



Kelemen et al. 2002 
Primary sample space MCMC



Cline et al. 2005 
“Energy Redistribution” with non-ergodic MCMC

(a)

(b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 14: Difficult caustic lighting. In this scene, a large portion of the light transport comes from implicit “caustic” paths. (b) Path tracing
with 100 paths per pixel produces a very noisy image. (c) MLT, using 100 mutations per pixel, gets stuck on some of the caustic paths,
producing a splotchy appearance. (d) ERPT using 36 MC samples and 50 mutations per pixel. Although some bright spots are visible, they
are much less pronounced than in the MLT case. This is so despite the fact that both algorithms use the same mutation strategies. (e) Adding
the noise filters to ERPT removes most of the small speckles in the image. (a) A high quality ERPT rendering of the scene using 192 MC
samples and 800 mutations per pixel, again using the noise filters. The bottom row images were rendered at a 640 ! 480 resolution in about
fifteen minutes, and the top image was rendered at a resolution of 1200 ! 800 in about seven and a half hours on a 3.2 Ghz Pentium 4.

As another example, consider a lens subpath mutation on a path
of the form LDDSDE:

In this case, the pixel coordinates of the ray from the eye are

changed, and we cast a ray in the new direction. The ray hits a
diffuse surface, which is followed by a specular surface. In this
case, the outgoing direction from this D vertex is perturbed, and
extended through a specular bounce to produce the eye subpath of
the form . . .DSDE. This eye subpath is then connected directly
to the next vertex in the path, to once again produce a path of the
form LDDSDE. Now we apply the density change rules. First,
we changed the pixel coordinates, so we apply rule 1. Next, we
perturbed the outgoing direction, so we apply rule 2. Then, we ex-
tended the path through a specular bounce, so we apply rule 2 again.
Finally, we connected two diffuse vertices in the middle of the path,
so we apply rule 3.
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Jakob & Marschner 2012 
Manifold Exploration MCMC



Kettunen et al. 2015 
Gradient Domain Path Tracing



Chakravarty et al. 2017 
Recurrent Denoising Autoencoder



Bitterli et al. 2020 
Spatiotemporal reservoir sampling

frame times 20-30ms



Real time path tracing — NVIDIA / Omniverse RTX tech demo (2020) (YouTube) (SIGGRAPH presentation)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgcYLIvlp_k
https://developer.nvidia.com/siggraph/2020/video/sigg05


Real time path tracing — NVIDIA / Omniverse RTX tech demo (2020) (YouTube) (SIGGRAPH presentation)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgcYLIvlp_k
https://developer.nvidia.com/siggraph/2020/video/sigg05


Two-Pass Methods



Walter et al. 1997 • Jensen 1996 
Density estimation (Photon Mapping)
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Keller 1997 
Virtual point lights (Instant Radiosity)

Figure 8: Specular effects of the standlight on the floor by using the full BRDF in for .

Figure 9: Conference room image for .



Walter et al. 2005 
LightCuts



Georgiev et al. 2013 
Vertex Connection and Merging



Radiative Transport



Drebin et al. 1988 
Direct volume rendering



Blinn 1982 
Volume scatteringFigure 9a - Saturn Rings (Illuminated side) Figure 9b - Saturn Rings (Un-Illuminated side) 

This results in an effective optical depth 

t' = t/(l-D) 

~br the very small values of D for which the 
approximation was valid this reduces to the 
classical result. When D approaches 1 (i.e. a 
solid packing of scattering particles) the 
effective optical depth approaches infinity, as 
would be expected. Note that this extension is 
particularly nice in that it only alters the value 
of the input parameter to the brightness function 
but does not otherwise alter the properties of 
that function. 

5.2 Shadowing Effect 

The scattering function was derived from 
considering the volume of two cylinders for 
entering and exiting rays of light. At that time 
is was mentioned that there was a small overlap 
between the cylinders Vin and Vout which was 
neglected. This overlap actually becomes quite 
significant when L=E (p=p0). The two cylinders, in 
fact, coincide and the entire volume is 
erroneously counted twice. This geometrical 
situation will yield a brighter observed intensity 
than that predicted by the simple model. The 
correct value will be produced by counting only 

Planet Surface Cloud Layer Cloud Covered Planet 

Figure i0 - Simulation of Cloudy Atmosphere 
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Jensen and Christensen 1998 
Volumetric photon mapping
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Jarosz et al. 2008 
Beam Radiance Estimate

W. Jarosz & M. Zwicker & H. W. Jensen / The Beam Radiance Estimate
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Figure 7: The Cornell box, Cars, and Lighthouse scenes. Render times are shown as (minutes:seconds). For both the fixed and adaptive
gathering approaches our method produces noise-free results while conventional photon mapping suffers from significant noise, especially
around distant light sources.

c� 2008 The Author(s)
Journal compilation c� 2008 The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing Ltd.



Křivánek et al. 2014 
Unifying Points, Beams, and Paths



Pauly et al. 2000 
Metropolis in volumes



Scattering Models



Cook and Torrance 1981 
Microfacet reflection models

Computer Graphics Volume 15, Number 3 August 1981 

Diffuse: 

Ambient: 

mirror 
D = Beckmann function with 

m I = 0.4 
wml = 0.4 
m2 = 0.2 
wm2 : 0 .6  

d = 0 . 0  
R d = the bidirectional reflectance 

of copper for normal incidence 
Iia = 0.01 I i 
R a = ~R d 

Note that two values for the rms slope are 
employed to generate a realistic rough surface 
finish. The specular reflectance component has a 
copper color. The copper vase in Figure 6b does 
not display the plastic appearance of the vase in 
Figure 6a, showing that a correct treatment of the 
color of the specular component is needed to 
obtain a realistic nonplastic appearance. 

Figure 7 shows vases made of a variety of 
materials. In every case, the specular and 
diffuse components have the same color (i.e., 
Rd:F0/~). The lighting conditions for all of the 
vases are identical to the lighting conditions for 
Figures 6a and 6b. The six metals were generated 
with the same parameters used for Figure 6b, 
except for the reflectance spectra. The six 
nonmetals were generated with the the following 
parameters: 

Material s d m 
Carbon 0.3 0.7 0.40 
Rubber 0.4 0.6 0.30 
Obsidian 0.8 0.2 0.15 
Lunardust 0.0 1.0 not used 
ArmyOlive 0.3 0.7 0.50 
Ironox 0.2 0.8 0.35 

Figure 8 shows a watch made with a variety of 
materials and surface conditions. It is 
illuminated by a single light source. The outer 
band of the watch is made of gold, and the inner 
band is made of stainless steel. The pattern on 
the links of the outer band was made by using a 
rougher surface for the interior than for the 
border. The LEDs are standard red 640 nanometer 
LEDs, and their color was approximated by using a 
color with the same dominant wavelength. 

Conclusions 

I. The specular component is usually the color of 
the material, not the color of the light 
source. The ambient, diffuse, and specular 
components may have different colors if the 
material is not homogeneous. 

2. The concept of bidirectional reflectance is 
necessary to simulate different light sources 
and materials in the same scene. 

3. The facet slope distribution models used by 
Blinn are easy to calculate and are very 
similar to others in the optics literature. 
More than one facet slope distribution 
function can be combined to represent a 
surface. 

4. The Fresnel equation predicts a color shift of 
the specular component at grazing angles. 
Calculating this color shift is 
computationally expensive unless an 
approximate procedure or a lookup table is 
used. 

5. The spectral energy distribution of light 
reflected from a specific material can be 
obtained by using the reflectance model 
together with the spectral energy distribution 
of the light source and the reflectance 

i ii il 

Figure 7. A variety of vases. 
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Walter et al. 2007 
Microfacet transmission model

B. Walter et al. / Microfacet Models for Refraction

anti-glare (Beckman, �b = 0.023) ground (GGX, �g = 0.394) etched (GGX, �g = 0.553)
Figure 15: Simulations of a glass slide with a rectangle of roughened surface using the fitted distributions from out anti-glare,
ground, and etched glass samples.
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Xiao D. He et al. 1991 
Comprehensive physical (wave) model for light reflection



Stam 1999 
Fourier-based diffraction model



Belcour et al. 2017 
Microfacet iridescence model



Jakob et al. 2014 
Layered surface model



Jakob et al. 2010 
Anisotropic volume media



Diffusion and Translucency



Stam 1995 
Diffusion for light transport
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Jensen, Marschner, Levoy, and Hanrahan 2001 
Subsurface scattering

To appear in the SIGGRAPH conference proceedings

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 9: A simulation of subsurface scattering in a marble bust. The marble bust is illuminated from behind and rendered using: (a) the
BRDF approximation (in 2 minutes), (b) the BSSRDF approximation (in 5 minutes), and (c) a full Monte Carlo simulation (in 1250 minutes).
Notice how the BSSRDF model matches the appearance of the Monte Carlo simulation, yet is significantly faster. The images in (d–f) show
the different components of the BSSRDF: (d) single scattering term, (e) diffusion term, and (f) Fresnel term.

highly scattering materials (such as milk and skin).
A particularly interesting aspect of the BSSRDF simulation is

that it is able to capture the smooth appearance of the marble sur-
face. In comparison the BRDF simulation gives a very hard ap-
pearance where even tiny bumps on the surface are visible (this is
a classic problem in realistic image synthesis where objects often
look hard and unreal).
For the marble we used synthetic scattering and absorption co-

efficients, since we wanted to test the difficult case when the av-
erage scattering albedo is 0.5 (here the contribution from diffusion
and single scattering is approximately the same). Figure 9 demon-
strates how the sum of both single scattering and the diffusion term
is necessary to match the Monte Carlo simulation.
Figure 10 contains three renderings of milk. The first render-

ing uses a diffuse reflection model; the others use the BSSRDF
model and our measurements for skim milk and whole milk. Notice
how the diffuse milk looks unreal and too opaque compared to the
BSSRDF images, even though multiple scattering dominates and
the radiant exitance due to subsurface scattering is very diffuse. It
is interesting that the BSSRDF simulations are capable of capturing
the subtle details in the appearance of milk, making the milk look
more bluish at the front and more reddish at the back. This is due
to Rayleigh scattering that causes shorter wavelengths of light to be
scattered more than longer wavelengths.
Skin is a material that is particularly difficult to render using

methods that simulate subsurface scattering by sampling ray paths
through the material. This is due to the fact that skin is highly
scattering (typical albedo is 0.95) and also very anisotropic (typi-
cal average cosine of the scattering angle is 0.85). Both of these
properties mean that the average number of scattering events of a
photon is very high (often more than 100). In addition skin is very
translucent, and it cannot be rendered correctly using a BRDF (see
Figure 11). A complete skin model requires multiple layers, but a

reasonable approximation can be obtained using just one layer. In
Figure 11 we have rendered a simple face model using the BSSRDF
and our measured values for skin (skin1). Here we also used the
Henyey-Greenstein phase function [11] with g = 0.85 as the esti-
mated mean cosine of the scattering angle. The skin measurements
are from an arm (which is likely more translucent than skin on the
face), but the overall appearance is still realistic considering the lack
of spatial variation (texture). The BSSRDF gives the skin a soft ap-
pearance, and it renders the color bleeding in the shadow region
below the nose. Here, the absorption by blood is particularly no-
ticeable as the light that scatters deep in the skin is redder. For this
simulation the diffusion term is much larger than the single scat-
tering term. This means that skin reflects light fairly diffusely, but
also that internal color bleeding is an important factor. The BRDF
image was rendered in 7 minutes, the BSSRDF image was rendered
in 17 minutes.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a new practical BSSRDF model
for computer graphics. The model combines a dipole diffusion ap-
proximation with an accurate single scattering computation. We
have shown how the model can be used to measure the scattering
properties of translucent materials, and how the measured values
can be used to reproduce the results of the measurements as well
as synthetic renderings. We evaluate the BSSRDF by sampling the
incoming light over the surface, and we demonstrate how this tech-
nique is capable of capturing the soft and smooth appearance of
translucent materials.
In the future we plan to extend the model to multiple layers as

well as include support for efficient global illumination.
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d’Eon and Irving 2011 
Advanced diffusion models







Differentiable rendering



Tzu-Mao Li et al. 2018 
Differentiable ray tracing



Cheng Zhang et al. 2020 
Path-space differentiable rendering



Nimier-David et al. 2020 
Radiative backpropagation


